I Love My Grandpa Bilingual Chinese With
Pinyin A
Yeah, reviewing a ebook i love my grandpa bilingual chinese with pinyin a could mount
up your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, attainment does not suggest that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as harmony even more than extra will offer each
success. bordering to, the broadcast as well as sharpness of this i love my grandpa bilingual
chinese with pinyin a can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Mina's Ups and Downs (Written in Traditional Chinese, English and Pinyin) Katrina
Liu 2020-07-20 There are plenty of rides to try, games to play, and yummy foods to eat! With
so many things to do, Mina experiences a spectrum of sensory delights and a roller coaster of
feelings. Come along on this wonderful ride with Mina while learning the many ways to
express emotions in Chinese!This book is written in Traditional Chinese with Pinyin and in
English, and comes with a free audio reading in Mandarin.
I Found It! - Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin, and English Katrina Liu 2020-10-31
I Love My Grandpa - Written in Cantonese, Jyutping and English Katrina Liu
2022-03-27 Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up
with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! Learn more as you follow Mina
through this bilingual children's book, written in Cantonese, Jyutping and English. Books are
also available in Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese and it includes an audio reading
in Mandarin. A fantastic Cantonese-immersion resource for non-native speakers! Give your
child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language
can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, the
ability to multitask, and more career opportunities. There are many benefits when you start
at a young age. Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and parents
interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children. Each book
contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Jyutping or Pinyin and
English for support. They are written in everyday dialog, making it easier for beginner
learners to pick up the language. Katrina Liu is an American-born Chinese mom and author.
Her goal is to create beautiful engaging books that support non-native speakers for children
and adults alike. Her books include relatable experiences and cultural differences that
resonate with modern-day American families that many books from China do not have.
Children ages 1 to 6 will love this adorable story! This is a helpful resource for parents and
teachers, searching for well-illustrated bilingual books intended for English speakers. Check
out other Mina Learns Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com. Free audio reading in
Cantonese are available at: minalearnschinese.com
The Emperor's Seed David Ma 2019-06-17 The Emperor's Seed is a moral story set in
Ancient China about an Emperor who needs to find an heir to his throne, a big competition
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involving all of the kingdom's children, and a young girl among them faced with a tough
dilemma. It is a folk tale that has been passed down for generations in China, now illustrated
and brought to English speaking audiences.This book is the first book in a series involving
the main character Ling. The series Ling's Tales will continue to Ling's future adventures
after the conclusion of The Emperor's Seed. The Emperor's Seed is a Bilingual book, with
English, and Simplified Chinese + Pinyin for pronunciation.This is my first book, and I
illustrated and wrote the story from my childhood memory of the folktale and my wonderful
wife Stacy adapted and translated the Chinese story. - David
I Found It! Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and English Katrina Liu 2021-01-05 I found
it! is a fun find and seek or look and find book with 12 engaging and colorful scenes. Learn
new Chinese vocabulary through this interactive children's book! Learning Chinese has never
been so easy! Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and English, this book includes 12
different scenes with the names of various objects as well as a thought-provoking question
per scene. A free audio reading in Mandarin is also provided for correct pronunciation. This
engaging bilingual book is also separately available in Traditional Chinese with Pinyin and
English. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers! ★ Give your
child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language
can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to
multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities. There are so many benefits when you
start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and
parents interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children. Each
book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and
English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner
learners to pick up the language. ♥ Check out other bilingual books at:
minalearnschinese.com - Mina's First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the first time!
This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. - I Love My Grandpa Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her
grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! - Mina's Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an
exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her home to collect a list of
treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common adjectives in Chinese. Mina's Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With
so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout
the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Mina Goes to the Beach - Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin, and English Katrina Liu
2021-08-30 It's a warm and sunny day, a perfect day to go to the beach! Mina and her family
prepare for a fun-filled beach day! Follow along with Mina as she discovers the wonders of
the oceanside. She has a blast splashing in the waves, collecting seashells, building
sandcastles, and enjoying a tasty picnic! The book is written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and
English and comes with a free audio reading in Mandarin Chinese! Learning Chinese has
never been so fun and easy! Traditional Chinese version is also available.
The Great Race Ling Lee 2021-11-18 The Jade Emperor has invited all the animals of the
kingdom for The Great Race. Which 12 animals will cross the river first and become a part of
the Chinese Zodiac? Teach young readers Chinese through this retelling of a classic Chinese
legend passed through the generations. Follow along in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin, and
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English. Children, parents, and teachers will enjoy the beautiful, immersive illustrations and
dynamic story. A free audio reading in Mandarin is included to help with pronunciation.
Books are also available in Traditional Chinese.
Ojiichan’s Gift Chieri Uegaki 2019-04-02 A heartwarming story about the relationship
between a girl and her grandfather. When Mayumi was born, her grandfather built her a
garden. It had no flowers or vegetables in it. Instead, Ojiichan made it out of stones: “big
ones, little ones and ones in-between.” Every summer, Mayumi visits her grandfather in
Japan, and they tend the garden together. Raking the gravel is her favorite part. But then one
summer, everything changes. Ojiichan has grown too old to care for his home and the garden.
He has to move. Can Mayumi find a way to keep the memory of their garden alive? Children
will be moved by Mayumi’s devotion and ingenuity.
Mina's Scavenger Hunt (Bilingual Chinese with Pinyin and English - Traditional Chinese
Version) Katrina Liu 2019-09-24 With a list on one hand and her puppy, Musubi, by her side,
Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt! They have lots of fun using clues to discover
and collect treasures! Your child will love this adorable story while learning everyday dialog
and common adjectives in Chinese.This fun interactive story is written for children ages 2 to
6 in Traditional Chinese with a free audio reading in Mandarin. A Simplified Chinese version
is also separately available. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native
speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that
learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills,
memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities.
There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are
intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the development of duallanguage with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese
characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it
easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. Katrina Liu is an American-bornChinese mom and author. Her goal is to create beautiful engaging books that support nonnative speakers for children and adults alike. Her books include relatable experiences and
cultural differences that resonate with modern-day American families which many books from
China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com
Mina’s First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the first time! This book showcases the
many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. I Love My Grandpa - Mina has an idea for her
puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to
bring her idea to life! Mina’s Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina
and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions
and feelings throughout the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Mina's Scavenger Hunt (Bilingual Chinese with Pinyin and English - Simplified
Chinese Version) Katrina Liu 2019-10-20 With a list on one hand and her puppy, Musubi, by
her side, Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt! They have lots of fun using clues to
discover and collect treasures! Your child will love this adorable story while learning
everyday dialog and common adjectives in Chinese.This fun interactive story is written for
children ages 2 to 6 in Simplified Chinese with a free audio reading in Mandarin. A
Traditional Chinese version is also separately available. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion
resource for non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual!
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Research shows that learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking,
listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career
opportunities. There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's
books are intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the
development of dual-language with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color
illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written
in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. Katrina Liu
is an American-born-Chinese mom and author. Her goal is to create beautiful engaging books
that support non-native speakers for children and adults alike. Her books include relatable
experiences and cultural differences that resonate with modern-day American families which
many books from China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at:
minalearnschinese.com Mina’s First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the first time!
This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. I Love My Grandpa Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her
grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! Mina’s Ups and Downs - It's an exciting
day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences
a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin
Chinese are available at: minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Our Double Fifth Celebration Yobe Qiu 2021-02-28 On the fifth day of the fifth month,
there is so much to celebrate! Boats race to the beat of the drums in the Chinese Dragon Boat
Festival. Japanese carp flags wave in the wind for National Children's Day. And women soar
on the swings during Dano in Korea. In this third book in the Asian Holidays series, children
will learn about the different foods, festivals, and family customs that make the Double Fifth
celebration special.
Grandpa Loves Me! Marianne Richmond 2015-09-01 There is no one quite like Grandpa!
And no author/illustrator quite like Marianne Richmond to capture, with delightful
illustrations and cheerful prose, all of the fun things children everywhere love to do with their
Grandpas. Grandpa Loves Me! is filled with the kinds of simple, yet deeply touching,
sentiments-"Grandpa reads to me" and "Grandpa cares for me"-readers have come to expect
from Marianne. This book is sure to remind children young and old of the special place
Grandpa lives in their hearts.
Llama Llama and the Bully Goat Anna Dewdney 2013-08-06 Llama Llama likes to sing.
Gilroy laughs at everything. Llama sings out just the same. Gilroy says a not-nice name.
Teacher has some things to say: calling names is not OK. Llama Llama is learning lots of new
things at school and making many friends. But when Gilroy Goat starts teasing him and some
of their classmates, Llama Llama isn't sure what to do. And then he remembers what his
teacher told him—walk away and tell someone. It works! But then Llama Llama feels badly.
Can he and Gilroy try to be friends again? Taking on a difficult but important part of
children's lives, Anna Dewdney gives readers a way to experience and discuss bullying in a
safe and comforting way.
Let's Go on a Hike - Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin, and English Katrina Liu
2020-08-20 Looking for fun? Consider it done! This story is about a little boy on a hike with
his dad, mom, and Archie, the corgi. With some rhyming and hiking, there's no end to
exploring! Great for children ages 2 to 8, this delightful book written in Simplified Chinese
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with Pinyin and English is full of a child's fun curiosities, adventure, and poetry! This
wonderful read is also separately available in Traditional Chinese and in English, perfect for
children's dual-language learning and complemented by a free audio reading in Mandarin
Chinese.? A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers! Give your child
the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language can
boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to
multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities. There are so many benefits when you
start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and
parents interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children. Each
book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and
English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner
learners to pick up the language.? Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at:
minalearnschinese.com Mina's First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the first time!
This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese.I Love My Grandpa Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her
grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! Mina's Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an
exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her home to collect a list of
treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common adjectives in Chinese.Mina's
Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With so much
to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout the day.
Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Mina's Scavenger Hunt (a Bilingual Children's Book Written in Traditional Chinese,
English and Pinyin) Katrina Liu 2020-07 Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt!
Follow along with Mina and her puppy, Musubi, as they have lots of fun using clues to
discover and collect treasures. Your child will love this adorable story while learning
everyday dialog and common adjectives in Chinese. Books are also available in Simplified
Chinese.
I Love My Grandpa (a Bilingual Children's Book Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and
English) Katrina Liu 2020-02-19 Mina has a brilliant idea for her puppy, but she can't do it
alone! She spends a fun-filled day with her grandpa, creating, building and developing their
special bond. Join Mina and Gong Gong (grandpa) as they team up to bring her idea to life!
This book showcases everyday dialog to support your child in Chinese learning. Written for
children ages 2 to 6 in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and English, this sweet story with vibrant
illustrations is easy to follow. Your little one will learn common conversational sentences in
Chinese as well as new vocabulary. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native
speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that
learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills,
memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities.
There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are
intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the development of duallanguage with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese
characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it
easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese
books at: minalearnschinese.com * Mina's First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the
first time! This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. * Mina's
i-love-my-grandpa-bilingual-chinese-with-pinyin-a
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Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her
home to collect a list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common
adjectives in Chinese. * Mina's Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina
and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions
and feelings throughout the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Mina's First Day of School (Bilingual in Chinese with Pinyin and English - Traditional Chinese
Version): A Dual Language Children's Book Katrina Liu 2018-08-12 Mina goes to school for
the first time! Throughout the day, she meets delightful classmates and participates in class
activities. Learn the many ways of saying “Yes” and “No” in everyday dialog through this
bilingual book written in Traditional Chinese with Pinyin and English, and comes with a free
audio reading in Mandarin! Perfect for children ages 1 to 4. This enjoyable book is also
separately available in Simplified Chinese. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for
non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows
that learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills,
memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities.
There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are
intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the development of duallanguage with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese
characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it
easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. Katrina Liu is an American-bornChinese mom and author. Her goal is to create beautiful engaging books that support nonnative speakers for children and adults alike. Her books include relatable experiences and
cultural differences that resonate with modern-day American families which many books from
China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com
I Love My Grandpa - Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina
teams up with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! Mina’s Scavenger Hunt Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her home to collect a
list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common adjectives in Chinese.
Mina’s Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With
so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout
the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Mina Goes to the Beach - Written in Traditional Chinese, Pinyin, and English Katrina
Liu 2021-08-30 It's a warm and sunny day, a perfect day to go to the beach! Mina and her
family prepare for a fun-filled beach day! Follow along with Mina as she discovers the
wonders of the oceanside. She has a blast splashing in the waves, collecting seashells,
building sandcastles, and enjoying a tasty picnic! The book is written in Traditional Chinese,
Pinyin and English and comes with a free audio reading in Mandarin Chinese! Learning
Chinese has never been so fun and easy!
Where is My Grandpa? Ruben Watson 2016-12-20 “Where is My Grandpa?” is a children’s
picture book showcasing a young girl’s curiosity about her family. The main character,
Savannah, takes the readers on a journey with her as she seeks to learn as much as she can
about her grandfather. Even though she can’t ask him questions in person, her father fills her
in on all of the rich and exciting details about her grandfather. This delightful story is written
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in a whimsical rhyming pattern making it fun for young readers to follow along. Inspired by
his inquisitive five-year-old daughter, the author hopes to use this story to inspire all young
readers to learn more about their family history.
Am I Small? Adim Obere? 2014-02-12 Bilingual Edition English-Igbo "Am I small?" - Tamia is
not sure and keeps asking various animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she
finds the surprising answer... Reviews "This is baby's favorite book!" -Amazon Customer
Review from the United States "for children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical
creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative
pictures."-Kirkus Reviews "This has been my daughter's favourite book since she was 4
months old. The sentences are nice and short so she doesn't lose interest in the pictures
while I'm reading each page." -Amazon Customer Review from the UK "Muito legal esse livro.
Singelo, divertido e relacionado ao universo da criança. Bom pra desenvolver o vocabulário.
As ilustrações são lindas. Meu filho adorou." -Amazon Customer Review from Brazil "You are
small or big depending on with what you relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays
this message." -Amazon Customer Review from India "Muy buen libro infantil. Dinámico,
orgánico, perfecto para aprender en romaji. De fácil lectura y con una protagonista
realmente encantadora" -Amazon Customer Review from Mexico "Beautifully illustrated and
cleverly written." -Amazon Customer Review from Australia "We are in love with this book!"Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Written in a very simple way but with a
profound message for both adults and kids."-Amazon Customer Review from the United
States "Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this book. And she repeats words.
That's insanely cute." -Amazon Customer Review from Canada "Mia figlia di due anni e mezzo
è entusiasta dei disegni bellissimi e dei colori. Apprezza anche le vicende di una bimba nè
grande nè piccola ma giusta così." -Amazon Customer Review from Italy "My three year olds
love it and the story's concept will grow with them for several years to come making it a
keeper." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "A nuestra hija le ha encantado. [...]
Estamos muy satisfechos con la compra." -Amazon Customer Review from Spain "I got this
book to read with my granddaughters, one from the US and one from Portugal. It is so
incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I highly recommend this book!" -Amazon
Customer Review from the U.S. "Ce petit livre est tout ce que j'aime !!! Le graphisme, les
couleurs, tout y est magnifiquement soigné, poétique et charmant !!! [...] Une merveille de
beauté et de magie à ne pas louper !!!" -Amazon Customer Review from France "My little boy
loves this as a bedtime story. It's colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would be uninteresting
to a child, to be read to in another language, but he asks for 'Bin ich klein' and it melts my
heart!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United Kingdom "readers will emerge from this
book feeling slightly more confident about themselves-whatever their size."-ForeWord Clarion
Reviews "This is done with simplicity at its finest. The art is whimsical, the message is clear
and most of all my grandson loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as
part of their reading library." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. Languages Available
for every country in at least one official language. Please note: This book is a bilingual picture
book with a 1:1 translation created by human translators (see translator's credits for details).
A Gift for Popo Katrina Liu 2021-09
I Love My Grandpa (Bilingual Chinese with Pinyin and English - Traditional Chinese
Version) Katrina Liu 2019-06-04 Mina has a brilliant idea for her puppy, but she can’t do it
alone! She spends a fun-filled day with her grandpa, creating, building and developing their
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special bond. Join Mina and Gong Gong (grandpa) as they team up to bring her idea to life!
This book showcases everyday dialog to support your child in Chinese learning. Written for
children ages 2 to 6 in Traditional Chinese, Pinyin and English, this sweet story with vibrant
illustrations is easy to follow. It is also separately available in Simplified Chinese. Your little
one will learn common conversational sentences in Chinese as well as new vocabulary! ★ A
fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the
opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language can boost
problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to multitask,
and even unlock more career opportunities. There are so many benefits when you start at a
young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and parents
interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children. Each book
contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and English for
support. They are written in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner learners to pick up
the language. Katrina Liu is an American-born-Chinese mom and author. Her goal is to create
beautiful engaging books that support non-native speakers for children and adults alike. Her
books include relatable experiences and cultural differences that resonate with modern-day
American families which many books from China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns
Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com Mina’s First Day of School - Mina goes to school for
the first time! This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. Mina’s
Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her
home to collect a list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common
adjectives in Chinese. Mina’s Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina
and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions
and feelings throughout the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
小老鼠与金种子 Jian Li 2019-09-24 This adorable Chinese-English bilingual children's book tells the
story of the Little Rat and the Grandpa | unlikely allies who embark on an adventure to find a
golden seed. They encounter rough seas, fierce guards and tall mountains, but | in the end |
bring home a golden rice seed and save the village from going hungry. Illustrated with
unique Chinese ink paintings, this book also includes a "cultural explanation" section.
Readers can reference a chart to see which zodiac animal represents their birth year, and
read more about common characteristics of people born then. For the rat, birth years include
2008 and 2020.
D.L.I. My Bilingual School Life Sylvia Chen 2021-04-05 Have you ever heard of Dual
Language Immersion (DLI) programs? There are elementary school students in the United
States that are learning to think, read, write and communicate naturally in two languages
every day! Join Jamie on her first day as a fourth-grader at a DLI school to find out what
happens! At this school, Jamie will have two teachers, one who teaches in English and one
who teaches in Mandarin. Even though Jamie goes to Chinese school on the weekends and
speaks Mandarin to her grandparents whenever they visit, she has never imagined that she
would be speaking in Mandarin every day. Could she understand everything at this new
school? Is her Mandarin good enough? Throughout her first day, Jamie finds that there are
certain things that are similar to her old school, and there are certain things that are
different. Thankfully, with the help of her new DLI classmates, Jamie was able to assimilate
into this new program better than she had imagined.
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Language Together English for Kids Set One Germaine Choe 2016-02
Mina's First Day of School (a Bilingual Children's Book Written in Traditional
Chinese, Pinyin and English) Katrina Liu 2018-08-16 Mina goes to school for the first time!
Throughout the day, she meets delightful classmates and participates in class activities.
Learn the many ways of saying "Yes" and "No" in everyday dialog through this bilingual book
written in Traditional Chinese with Pinyin and English, and comes with a free audio reading
in Mandarin! Perfect for children ages 1 to 4. This enjoyable book is also separately available
in Simplified Chinese. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers!
Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second
language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration,
ability to multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities. There are so many benefits
when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers
and parents interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children.
Each book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and
English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner
learners to pick up the language. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at:
minalearnschinese.com [Book 2] I Love My Grandpa - Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled
with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to
life! [Book 3] Mina's Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she
searches around her home to collect a list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way to
learn common adjectives in Chinese. [Book 4] Mina's Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at
the carnival with Mina and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a
rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout the day. [Book 5] Mina Goes to the Beach Mina discovers the wonders of the oceanside! She has a blast splashing in the waves,
collecting seashells, building sandcastles, and enjoying a tasty picnic! Free audio readings in
Mandarin Chinese are available at: minalearnschinese.com/pages/audio-readings 米娜上學的第一天中文
繁體版雙語兒童書 (米娜學中文系列第一冊) 米娜第一次去學校的故事！她這一天裡認識了同學，也參加了許多課堂活動。來跟她一起學怎麼用各種的日常用語說"不" 和"是"！
本繁體版雙語書配有拼音和免費朗讀版本，適合1-4歲孩子。簡體版也可以單獨購買。 ★中文非母語學生的精選沉浸式閱讀資源 ♥關於其他《米娜學中文》系列的書，歡迎訪問：
minalearnschinese.com 訪問minalearnschinese.com/pages/audio-readings享用本系列的免費朗讀版本
Mei Ling in China City Icy Smith 2008-01-01 In Los Angeles, California's China City in
1942, twelve-year-old Mei Ling Lee helps her parents in their restaurant during the Moon
Festival celebration, raises money for women and children refugees in China, and worries
about her Japanese American friend, Yayeko Akiyama, whose family was relocated to
Manzanar. Includes facts about China City and the Manzanar War Relocation Center.
Let's Go on a Hike Katrina Liu 2020-08-20 Looking for fun? Consider it done! This story is
about a little boy on a hike with his dad, mom, and Archie, the corgi. With some rhyming and
hiking, there's no end to exploring! Great for children ages 2 to 8, this delightful book is full
of a child's fun curiosities, adventure, and poetry! This wonderful read is also separately
available in Traditional Chinese and in Simplified Chinese, perfect for children's duallanguage learning and complemented by a free audio reading in Mandarin Chinese.
Mina's First Day of School (Bilingual in Chinese with Pinyin and English - Simplified
Chinese Version): A Dual Language Children's Book Katrina Liu 2018-08-19 Mina goes
to school for the first time! Throughout the day, she meets delightful classmates and
i-love-my-grandpa-bilingual-chinese-with-pinyin-a
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participates in class activities. Learn the many ways of saying “Yes” and “No” in everyday
dialog through this bilingual book written in Simplified Chinese with Pinyin and English, and
comes with a free audio reading in Mandarin! Perfect for children ages 1 to 4. This enjoyable
book is also separately available in Traditional Chinese. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion
resource for non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual!
Research shows that learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking,
listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career
opportunities. There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's
books are intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the
development of dual-language with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color
illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written
in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. Katrina Liu
is an American-born-Chinese mom and author. Her goal is to create beautiful engaging books
that support non-native speakers for children and adults alike. Her books include relatable
experiences and cultural differences that resonate with modern-day American families which
many books from China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns Chinese books at:
minalearnschinese.com I Love My Grandpa - Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun
and creativity, Mina teams up with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life!
Mina’s Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches
around her home to collect a list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn
common adjectives in Chinese. Mina’s Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival
with Mina and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of
emotions and feelings throughout the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are
available at: minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Drawn Together Minh Lê 2018-06-04 The recipient of six starred reviews and the APALA
Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature! Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Wall Street
Journal, NPR, Smithsonian, Kirkus Reviews, School Library Journal, Booklist, the Bulletin of
the Center for Children's Books, BookRiot, the New York Public Library, the Chicago Public
Library-and many more! When a young boy visits his grandfather, their lack of a common
language leads to confusion, frustration, and silence. But as they sit down to draw together,
something magical happens-with a shared love of art and storytelling, the two form a bond
that goes beyond words. With spare, direct text by Minh Lê and luminous illustrations by
Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat, this stirring picturebook about reaching across barriers will
be cherished for years to come. A Junior Library Guild selection!
Let's go on a hike! Katrina Liu 2020-08-20 Looking for fun? Consider it done! This story is
about a little boy on a hike with his dad, mom, and Archie, the corgi. With some rhyming and
hiking, there's no end to exploring! Great for children ages 2 to 8, this delightful book is full
of a child's fun curiosities, adventure, and poetry! This wonderful read will also be separately
available in Traditional Chinese and in Simplified Chinese, perfect for children's duallanguage learning, and complemented by a free audio reading in Mandarin Chinese. ★ A
fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the
opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language can boost
problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to multitask,
and even unlock more career opportunities. There are so many benefits when you start at a
young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and parents
interested in fostering the development of dual-language with their children. Each book
i-love-my-grandpa-bilingual-chinese-with-pinyin-a
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contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and English for
support. They are written in everyday dialog making it easier for beginner learners to pick up
the language. Katrina Liu is an American-born-Chinese mom and author. Her goal is to create
beautiful engaging books that support non-native speakers for children and adults alike. Her
books include relatable experiences and cultural differences that resonate with modern-day
American families which many books from China do not have. ♥ Check out other Mina Learns
Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com Mina’s First Day of School - Mina goes to school for
the first time! This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. I Love
My Grandpa - Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up
with her grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! Mina’s Scavenger Hunt - Mina
plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her home to collect a list of
treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common adjectives in Chinese. Mina’s
Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With so much
to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout the day.
Let’s go on a hike! - This story is about a little boy on a hike with his dad, mom, and Archie,
the corgi. With some rhyming and hiking, there's no end to exploring! I found it! - I found it!
is a fun find and seek or look and find book with 12 engaging and colorful scenes. Learn new
Chinese vocabulary through this interactive book! Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese
are available at: minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
I Say, "Good Morning!" You Say, "早上好!" Gwen Lee 2020-07-27 A heartwarming story about
a child's day with Bilingual Teddy. Follow the two characters as they go through their
morning routine, head outside to play, eat, and finally get ready for bed. Packed full of useful
words like colors, numbers, and food, as well as simple phrases, this is a good introduction to
Chinese for young children.
I Found It! (Written in Traditional Chinese, Pinyin and English) a Bilingual Look and Find
Book Katrina Liu 2021-01-05 I found it! is a fun find and seek or look and find book with 12
engaging and colorful scenes. Learn new Chinese vocabulary through this interactive
children's book! Learning Chinese has never been so easy! Written in Traditional Chinese,
Pinyin and English, this book includes 12 different scenes with the names of various objects
as well as a thought-provoking question per scene. A free audio reading in Mandarin is also
provided for correct pronunciation. This engaging bilingual book is also separately available
in Simplified Chinese with Pinyin and English. ★ A fantastic Mandarin immersion resource for
non-native speakers! ★ Give your child the opportunity to become bilingual! Research shows
that learning a second language can boost problem-solving, critical thinking, listening skills,
memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock more career opportunities.
There are so many benefits when you start at a young age. All of Katrina Liu's books are
intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the development of duallanguage with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color illustrations, large Chinese
characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written in everyday dialog making it
easier for beginner learners to pick up the language. ♥ Check out other bilingual books at:
minalearnschinese.com - Mina's First Day of School - Mina goes to school for the first time!
This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No in Chinese. - I Love My Grandpa Mina has an idea for her puppy! Filled with fun and creativity, Mina teams up with her
grandpa (her Gong gong) to bring her idea to life! - Mina's Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an
exciting game of scavenger hunt as she searches around her home to collect a list of
treasures. This interactive book is a great way to learn common adjectives in Chinese. i-love-my-grandpa-bilingual-chinese-with-pinyin-a
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Mina's Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at the carnival with Mina and her parents! With
so much to do and see, Mina experiences a rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout
the day. Free audio readings in Mandarin Chinese are available at:
minalearnschinese.com/audioreading
Llama Llama Home with Mama Anna Dewdney 2011-08-23 Llama Llama, morning light.
Feeling yucky, just not right. Down to breakfast. Tiny sneeze. Sniffle, snuffle. Tissues, please!
Ah-choo! Uh-oh, Llama Llama's nose is feeling tickly, his throat is feeling scratchy, and his
head is feeling stuffy. Back to bed, no school today for Llama Llama! Instead, he's home with
Mama. By lunchtime, though, he's beginning to feel a tiny bit better. But now someone else
has the sneezes . . . Mama! And who will help her feel better? Why, Llama Llama, of course!
Anna Dewdney's fun-to-read rhymes are sure to help children and their parents get through
those under-the-weather days.
I Love My Grandpa (a Bilingual Children's Book Written in Traditional Chinese,
Pinyin and English) Katrina Liu 2019-09-20 FREE AUDIO BOOK INCLUDED! This book is
written in English, Simplified Chinese & Pinyin. Mina spends a fun-filled day with her
grandpa, creating, building and developing her special bond. Mina has a brilliant idea for her
puppy! Join Mina and her grandpa as they team up to bring her idea to life! This book
showcases everyday dialog to support your child in Chinese learning. Written in Traditional
Chinese, Pinyin and English, this sweet story with vibrant illustrations is easy to follow. Your
little one will learn common conversational sentences in Chinese as well as new vocabulary.
Picasso the Green Tree Frog Amanda Graham 1989 Picasso can change colour. In trees he
turns green. In mud he turns brown. In water he turns blue. One day, he fell into a jar of
jellybeans and turned all sorts of colours!
How Mommy Carries Her Baby Jane Thai 2016-06-23 How does a mother kangaroo carry her
baby? How about a panda bear or an alligator? Animals all have different ways of taking care
and carrying their young. Help your child discover and learn the different ways mothers carry
their young. This book is a dual language book written in both English and Chinese for
children.
12 Lucky Animals: A Bilingual Baby Book Vickie Lee 2018-12-31 From the creative team of
Ruby's Chinese New Year, Chinese medicine practitioner Vickie Lee and illustrator Joey
Chou--the visual development artist of Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse--present this
bilingual baby picture book introducing Chinese characters through the animals of the
Chinese zodiac. The adventure loving Dragon, the carefree Horse, and the artistic Goat are
just three of the 12 Lucky Animals to be found in the Chinese zodiac, rendered here in bright
illustrations. Use the wheel on the back cover to help little readers discover who their lucky
animal is and how to pronounce its name in Chinese and English.
The House on Mango Street Sandra Cisneros 2013-04-30 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A
coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools
and universities alike, and translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019
PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The House on Mango
Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in
i-love-my-grandpa-bilingual-chinese-with-pinyin-a
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Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of vignettessometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic
story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have touched so many
readers. “Cisneros draws on her rich [Latino] heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare
prose, creat[ing] unforgettable characters we want to lift off the page. She is not only a gifted
writer, but an absolutely essential one.” —The New York Times Book Review
My Day with Gong Gong Annick Press, Limited 2022-04-12
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